
Chap 3: The Evolution of Low-Mass Stars



Chap 3: Key Concepts
• Observations 

• Nothing last forever, even stars 
• H-R diagram of star clusters 

• Numerical Models 
• Equations of stellar structure and 

evolution 
• Stellar evolutionary tracks 

• Fine-Tune Models 
• Isochrones (equal-age lines) 
• Fitting cluster H-R diagrams 
• Cluster age estimates  

• Model Inferences 
• Main stages and rough lifetimes 
• Changes in the interiors of the stars: 

e- degenerate core + fusion shells 
• Mass-Transfer Binaries  

• Roche Lobe, Lagrange Points 
• Novae, Type Ia SNe, Blue 

Stragglers



Why do we think stars must evolve? 

Logical deduction from our understanding 
of the Sun



Changes on the Main Sequence due to Fuel Exhaustion

•The	chemical	composition	inside	a	star	changes	over	time	as	
hydrogen	is	fused	into	helium.	

•The	Sun	started	with	70	percent	hydrogen	by	mass,	but	now	
contains	only	35	percent	hydrogen	in	the	core.	

•What	will	happen	when	the	hydrogen	is	exhausted	in	the	core?



Main-Sequence Lifetime of a Star Depends on Its Initial Mass

• The	main-sequence	lifetime	of	a	star	is	the	amount	of	time	that	
it	spends	fusing	hydrogen	as	its	primary	source	of	energy.	

							Lifetime	of	star	=	
Amount	of	fuel	( ∝  mass	of	star)

Rate	fuel	is	used	( ∝ 	luminosity	of	star)

▪ Stars	with	high	masses	
have	shorter	lifetimes.	

▪ Higher-mass	stars	have	
more	fuel,	but	they	use	it	
more	quickly:	
								 	

=>	MS	lifetime	~	M-2.5

𝐿  ∝ 𝑀3.5

Main Sequence Stars 
Mass-Luminosity Relation



Calculating the Main-Sequence Lifetime

• In	our	homework,	we	have	used	the	proportionalities	to	get:	

		 	

• Let’s	compare	the	lifetime	of	a	K5	star	with	the	Sun.	A	K5	star	has	a	
mass	of	0.67	MSun:	

																		 	

• A	K5	star	has	a	lifetime	of	27	billion	years,	which	is	2.7	times	
longer	than	the	Sun’s	lifetime!	

• A	O5	main-sequence	star	has	a	mass	of	60	MSun,	its	lifetime	is	only	
360,000	years!	BTW,	homo	sapiens	first	evolved	in	Africa	about	
300,000	years	ago.	

LifetimeMS = 1010 ×
𝑀MS/𝑀Sun

(𝑀MS/𝑀Sun)3.5  yr = 1010 × ( 𝑀MS

𝑀Sun )
−2.5

yr

LifetimeK5 = 1010  ×  (0.67)−2.5 yr = 2.7  ×  1010yr



Massive MS stars have higher core temperature but lower core pressure

• Core	temperature	can	be	estimated	using	the	virial	theorem:	
																																																 	

• Core	pressure	can	be	estimated	from	a	force	balance:	
																												 	

• Main	sequence	stars	show	a	mass-radius	relation	of:		
																																																						 	

• Therefore,	

kTc ≈ GMμmH /R

4πR2Pc ≈ GM2/R2 ⇒ Pc ≈ GM2/(4πR4)

R ∝ M0.7

Tc ∝ M0.3 and Pc ∝ M−0.8



Net reaction of the CNO cycle

• In	high-mass	stars	and	the	midlife	Sun,	hydrogen	burning	proceeds	in	
the	CNO	cycle	instead	of	the	pp	chain,	due	to	higher	core	temperatures.	

• The	net	result	is	the	same	as	the	pp	chain:	4	H	->	1	He



Stars Must Change and The Rate of Change Depends on Initial Mass

• A star’s life depends on mass and composition because the rates and types of 
fusion depend on the star’s mass. 

• Stars of different masses evolve differently. There are three categories of stars:  
• low-mass	stars	(Mass	<	3	MSun)	
• intermediate-mass	stars	(Mass	between	3	MSun	and	8	MSun)	
• high-mass	stars	(Mass	>	8	MSun)	

• Virial	theorem:	core	temperature	increases	with	stellar	mass	

• 	

• For	Main-Sequence	Stars,	 ,	therefore	

2K = − U ⇒
3MkTc

μmH
=

3GM2

5R
⇒ Tc ∝ M/R

R ∝ M0.7 Tc ∝ M0.3



How do we know stars evolve? 

H-R diagram of star clusters



HR Diagram: Main Sequence, Giant Branch, White Dwarfs, & Luminosity Classes

▪Most stars, incl. the Sun, are found on 
the main sequence, which runs from 
luminous/hot stars in upper left corner to 
low-luminosity/cool stars in lower right 
corner 
▪ It covers a temperature range of ~10, 

and a radius range of ~100, but a 
luminosity range of ~109          

• The Giant branch is connected to the 
main sequence but branches off to the 
lower temperature side. That is where 
the red giant stars live 

• A separate branch parallel to the main 
sequence to the lower left, these stars 
have low luminosities but hot 
temperatures; this is where the White 
Dwarfs live 

• Spectral classification is 2D: (1) 
temperature (OBAFGKM), and (2) 
luminosity (Ia, Ib, II, III, IV, V) 

Gaia DR2 - Solar Neighborhood Stars



Star clusters are ideal laboratories to study stellar evolution

▪ Star	clusters	are	
bound	groups	of	
stars,	all	made	at	
the	same	time.	

▪ Each	star	evolves	
at	a	rate	set	by	its	
mass.	

▪ High-mass	stars	
evolve	more	
quickly	along	their	
evolutionary	
tracks.

M53:	a	Globular	Cluster



Pleiades: An Open Cluster



Beehive clusterPleiades cluster



H-R diagram of open clusters in the MW galaxy

Gaia DR2 
11 Open Clusters





H-R diagram of globular clusters in the MW galaxy

Gaia DR2 
14 Globular Clusters





Simplified H-R diagram of open clusters in the MW galaxy
Can we build a single model to explain all of the star clusters? 

If so, what parameter makes different clusters look different on the HRD?



How do we model stellar evolution? 

Computational code of stellar evolution



Stellar Structure Models - Basic Equations

Luis Martínez



Luis Martínez

Euler	Method:	a	numerical	procedure	to	solve	differential	equations



Modules for Experiments in Stellar Astrophysics (MESA)
https://docs.mesastar.org/en/release-r22.11.1/index.html

http://user.astro.wisc.edu/~townsend/static.php?ref=mesa-web-submit

https://docs.mesastar.org/en/release-r22.11.1/index.html
http://user.astro.wisc.edu/~townsend/static.php?ref=mesa-web-submit










How do we check stellar evolution models? 

Model Isochrones vs. Cluster H-R Diagrams



Computed evolutionary tracks of stars with different initial masses

• An	evolutionary	track	is	a	computed	trajectory	of	a	single	star	on	
the	H-R	diagram	as	it	ages	over	time.



• An	isochrone	(iso	=	equal,	chrone	=	time)	is	a	line	drawn	on	the		
H-R	diagram	connecting	stars	of	the	same	age

Building isochrones from evolutionary tracks

50 Myr isochrones

computed 
evolutionary 

tracks



Observations from Star Clusters

Isochrones change with age: this is how we explain the various 
different observed H-R diagrams of star clusters

Model Isochrones

How can you tell if a curve on a HR diagram is an isochrone instead of an evolutionary track?



https://www.astro.virginia.edu/class/whittle/astr553/Topic01/t1_HRDiagramClusterAge.htm






Summary: Model Isochrones vs. Cluster Data

By	comparing	the	
distribution	of	cluster	
stars	on	the	HR	
diagram	and	model	
isochrones,	we	can		
(1)	cine-tune	stellar	
evolution	models,	and		
(2)	estimate	age	and	
chemical	composition	
of	clusters



Introducing complex stellar populations 

Solar neighborhood stars’ H-R diagram



What does the HR diagram of Solar Neighbors tell us?
Solar neighborhood HR diagram

Cluster HR diagram



The Solar neighborhood stars are a mixed stellar population, and its 
HR diagram can be understood as a combination of multiple isochrones

Isochrone fits of seven clusters of different ages



Solar neighborhood stars tell us the formation history of the Galaxy

Solar	neighborhood	stars	separated	based	on	kinematics



The	study	of	Solar	neighbors’	HR	diagram	made	us	
realize	that	``Rome	wasn’t	built	in	a	day’’

Solar Neighborhood



Note: a significant fraction of stars in the Milky 
Way actually formed in other galaxies

Our neighbor galaxies



Small galaxies get shredded by large galaxies



Inside the Milky Way’s Halo: 
Tidally Stripped Stars from Dwarf Galaxies



Distance to M31:  
2.5 million light years



http://vimeo.com/106350053


A key prediction of the model is a degenerate 
core buried at the center of a post-MS star 

What is degeneracy?



The four stages in low-mass star evolution where the core is degenerate



The story of degenerate gas started with the study of Sirius, 
the brightest star in the night sky



Sirius B - the weird companion of the Dog Star
50	year	orbit	of	the	binary	cirst	inferred	by	Bessel	in	1844	
Bessel	also	measured	the	/irst	stellar	parallax	(61	Cygni) Sirius	B	is	much	fainter	than	Sirius	A,	is	it	surprising	that	if	

I	tell	you	that	it’s	much	hotter	(27000	K	vs.	9900	K)?
1.0 Msun

2.3 Msun

From	the	orbital	motion,	it	was	estimated	that		
A	has	2.3	solar	mass	and	B	has	1.0	solar	mass



Sirius B - the weird companion of the Dog Star

•Inferred	properties	of	Sirius	B:	
•1	Solar	Mass	
•0.03	Solar	Luminosity	
•27,000	K	surface	temperature	
•5500	km	radius	(Earth-size)	

•Sirius	B	represent	a	class	of	objects		
called	White	Dwarfs	(WDs)	

•The	physical	conditions	of	WDs	
are	extreme:	
•extreme	density	( 3e9	kg/m3)		
(ne	~	1e36	/m3)	
•extreme	surface	gravity	(HW)	
•extreme	pressure	at	the	center:		
• 	

ρ ≈

Pc ∝ GM2/R4



Given a number density, how to estimate the 
average distance between particles?

•Extremely	high	density	of	WDs:	
•mass	density	 3e9	kg/m3	

•number	density	of	electrons:	
ne	~	1e36	/m3	

•What	is	the	average	distance		
between	electrons?	How	does	it	
compare	with	the	size	of	an	
atom	(~0.1	nm	=	1e-10	m)?

ρ ≈

•average	distance:	
		

(<<	0.1	nm,	size	of	atom)	

•Quantum	Mechanics	must	
be	important	in	white	
dwarfs.

δx = n−1/3
e = 10−12m



Ideal Gas Pressure

• the pressure from ideal gas is 2/3 the kinetic energy 
density 

• Gven  and  

• we have: 

P = nkT K = mv2/2 = p2/(2m) = 3kT/2

P =
2
3

n
p2

2m



• Quantum	mechanics	start	to	become	important	when	e-	and	ions	are	
packed	in	a	very	smaller	volume	

• Pauli	exclusion	principle	(1925):	no	more	than	one	fermion	(leptons	
and	baryons)	can	occupy	the	same	quantum	state.	So	the	uncertainty	
of	the	fermion’s	position	cannot	be	larger	than	their	actual	separation:	
																																																					 		

• Heisenberg’s	uncertainty	principle	(1927):	
																																																	 	
the	smaller	the	uncertainty	in	position,	the	larger	the	uncertainty	in	
momentum.		

• Combining	the	two	and	approximating	 	(ground	state):	
																																																			 	

• Just	like	ideal	gas,	the	pressure	from	degenerate	gas	is	2/3	the	kinetic	
energy	density:	

																																									

Δx ≲ n−1/3

ΔxΔp ≈ h/2π

p ≈ min(Δp)
p ≈ hn1/3/2π

Pdegen =
2
3

n
p2

2m
≈

h2

4π2

n5/3

m

Deriving degenerate pressure using uncertainty principle



Understanding degenerate pressure using Fermi-Dirac Distribution

• Fermions (half-integer spins; e.g., e-, 
p+, n) follow Fermi-Dirac distribution, 
where the probability of a particle having 
an energy between E and E+dE is: 

                      

where  

• when kT >> EF, it is indistinguishable 
from the classic Maxwell-Boltzmann 

distribution:  

The mean kinetic energy is 3kT/2, as a 
result, pressure depends on both 
density and temperature 
  

• when kT << EF, all energy states greater 
than the Fermi energy become 
unoccupied.  
The mean kinetic energy is 3EF/5, as a 
result, pressure depends only on 
density. 

fEdE ∝
E1/2dE

e(E−EF)/kT + 1
EF ∝ n2/3/m

fEdE ∝
E1/2dE
eE/kT

Pr
ob

ab
ili

ty
 d

en
si

ty

Energy

Ē = 3kT/2
EF ∝ n2/3/m

Ē = 3EF /5



The Condition for Degeneracy: Pressure Comparison

•The	pressure	from	non-relativistic	degenerate	gas	is:	

																													 	

•The	pressure	from	ideal	gas	is:	

																													 	

•The	condition	for	degeneracy	is	simply:	
																												 	
which	can	be	simplified	as:	

																											 	

or	equivalently	(expressed	using	Fermi	energy):		
																																

Pdegen =
2
3

n
p2

2m
≈

h2

4π2

n5/3

m

Pideal =
2
3

n( 3
2

kT) = nkT

Pdegen > Pideal

h2

4π2

n2/3

m
> kT

kT ≲ 0.2 EFermi



What is degenerate pressure? How to understand it intuitively?

• The	contraction	of	non-fusing	cores	packs	a	large	amount	of	mass	into	a	small	volume.	Each	
electron	finds	its	position	well	constrained,	which	leads	to	large	momentum	and	kinetic	
energy	due	to	the	uncertainty	principle.	Pressure,	as	the	density	of	kinetic	energy,	
increases	rapidly	as	a	result	of	increased	(1)	number	density	and	(2)	kinetic	energy	per	
particle.	This	pressure	due	to	quantum	mechanics	is	called	degenerate	pressure.

Density

Pr
es

su
re

Pideal = nkT
Pdegen ≈

h2

4π2

n5/3

m

Degenerate 
threshold



What is degenerate pressure? How to understand it intuitively?

• The	contraction	of	non-fusing	cores	packs	a	large	amount	of	mass	into	a	small	volume.	Each	
electron	finds	its	position	well	constrained,	which	leads	to	large	momentum	and	kinetic	
energy	due	to	the	uncertainty	principle.	Pressure,	as	the	density	of	kinetic	energy,	
increases	rapidly	as	a	result	of	increased	(1)	number	density	and	(2)	kinetic	energy	per	
particle.	This	pressure	due	to	quantum	mechanics	is	called	degenerate	pressure.

Density

Pr
es

su
re

Pideal = nkT
Pdegen ≈

h2

4π2

n5/3

m

Degenerate 
threshold



The Condition for Degeneracy: e- vs. ions

• In	a	previous	slide,	we	derived	the	condition	for	
degeneracy:	

																																				 	

•The	above	condition	can	be	satisfied	when	either:	
• the	temperature	is	very	low,	or	
• the	density	is	very	high	

• In	the	non-fusing	core	of	a	star,	the	density	is	
extremely	high,	reaching	degeneracy	condition.	

•Now	think	about	this:	If	ions	and	electrons	share	the	
same	temperature	in	the	core,	which	component	will	
reach	degeneracy	first?	

h2

4π2

n2/3

m
> kT



Mass-Radius Relation 
& 

the Chandrasekhar Limit



• Quantum	mechanics	start	to	become	important	when	e-	and	ions	are	
packed	in	a	very	smaller	volume	

• Pauli	exclusion	principle	(1925):	no	more	than	one	fermion	(leptons	
and	baryons)	can	occupy	the	same	quantum	state.	So	the	uncertainty	
of	the	fermion’s	position	cannot	be	larger	than	their	actual	separation:	
																																																					 		

• Heisenberg’s	uncertainty	principle	(1927):	
																																																	 	
the	smaller	the	uncertainty	in	position,	the	larger	the	uncertainty	in	
momentum.		

• Combining	the	two	and	approximating	 	(ground	state):	
																																																			 	

• Just	like	ideal	gas,	the	pressure	from	degenerate	gas	is	2/3	the	kinetic	
energy	density:	

																																									

Δx ≲ n−1/3

ΔxΔp ≈ h/2π

p ≈ min(Δp)
p ≈ hn1/3/2π

Pdegen =
2
3

n
p2

2m
≈

h2

4π2

n5/3

m

In the previous lecture, we derived degenerate pressure using 
Heisenberg’s uncertainty principle, let’s apply it to white dwarfs 



Understanding the Mass-Size relation of white dwarfs with 
degenerate pressure and hydrostatic equilibrium

•The	pressure	from	non-relativistic	degenerate	gas	is:	

																						 	

•Hydrostatic	equilibrium	provides	an	estimate	of	the	
central	pressure:	

																																							 	

• If	degenerate	gas	provide	the	central	pressure,	we	can	
equate	the	two	and	solve	for	the	Mass-Radius	relation:	

																										 	

• This	is	in	contrast	to	main	sequence	stars,	where	R	~	M0.8	

Pdegen =
h2

4π2

n5/3

m
∝ ( M

R3μmH
)5/3

Pc ∝
GM2

R4

M5/3

R5
∝

M2

R4
⇒ R ∝ M−1/3



Mass-Size Relation of White Dwarfs
• White	dwarfs	show	a	mass-size	relation	of	R	~	M-1/3,	,	which	is	in	contrast	to	that	
of	main	sequence	stars,	where	R	~	M0.8	



Subrahmanyan Chandrasekhar (1910-1995)

Subrahmanyan 
Chandrasekhar (born 
October 19, 1910, Lahore, 
India [now in Pakistan]—
died August 21, 1995, 
Chicago, Illinois, U.S.) was 
an Indian-born American 
astrophysicist who, with 
William A. Fowler, won 
the 1983 Nobel Prize for 
Physics for key discoveries 
that led to the currently 
accepted theory on the 
later evolutionary stages 
of massive stars.

https://www.britannica.com/place/Lahore
https://www.britannica.com/place/Chicago
https://www.britannica.com/place/Illinois-state
https://www.britannica.com/science/astrophysics
https://www.britannica.com/biography/William-Fowler
https://www.britannica.com/topic/Nobel-Prize
https://www.britannica.com/science/star-astronomy


If density keeps rising, the electrons will become relativistic!

• Degeneracy	pressure	is	not	infinitely	powerful,	eventually	it	breaks	
when	degenerate	particles	become	relativistic	(v	->	c)	

• For	relativistic	particles:	 	

• So	the	energy	density	is:	 		

• The	pressure	from	relativistic	degenerate	gas	is:	

																						 	

• Hydrostatic	equilibrium	provides	an	estimate	of	the	central	pressure:	

																																							 	

• If	degenerate	gas	provide	the	central	pressure,	we	can	equate	the	two,	
which	leads	NOT	to	a	Mass-Radius	relation,	but	a	mass	of	the	star:	

																										 	

E2 = p2c2 + (mc2)2 ≈ p2c2

u = n(pc) = nc
h

2πδx
≈ hcn4/3/2π

Pdegen =
1
3

u =
hc
6π

n4/3 ∝ ( M
R3μmH

)4/3

Pc ∝ G
M2

R4

M4/3

R4
∝

M2

R4
⇒ M = ( h3c3

8π3G3m4
p

)1/2



The Chandrasekhar Limit of White Dwarfs
• Degeneracy	pressure	is	not	infinitely	powerful,	eventually	it	breaks	when	degenerate	particles	
become	relativistic	( 	),	and	that	places	a	limit	on	the	
maximum	mass	of	the	white	dwarf,	the	1.4	Solar	Mass	(the	Chandrasekhar	limit)	

• The	collapse	of	a	WD	at	1.4	Solar	Mass	results	in	uncontrollable	Carbon	fusion	(type	Ia	SNe)	

p ≈ hn1/3/2π → mc ⇒ P ∝ n4/3



Beyond White Dwarfs: Neutron Stars and Black Holes



The Onset of Post-Main Sequence 
Evolution: 

developing a degenerate He core





Kippenhahn Diagram of a Star with an Initial Mass of 1.0 Solar Mass

Convection Zone

Fusion Core

Fusion Shell

The	non-fusing	He	core	
grows	and	eventually	
contract	to	Earth-size	and	
become	degenerate



Schonberg-Chandrasekhar Limit

• In	1942,	Schonberg	and	Chandrasekhar	found	that	when	the	non-fusing	Helium	
core	reaches	~8%	of	the	total	mass	of	the	star,	the	core	will	contract	because	
under	isothermal	condition,	its	pressure	can	no	longer	support	the	envelope:		

																																															 	

• The	mass-ratio	limit	above	is	derived	in	the	following	way:	
• Virial	theorem	(self-gravitating)	with	external	pressure	at	the	core-envelop	
boundary	to	calculate	the	maximum	pressure	that	the	core	can	support:	

																																			 	

• Hydrostatic	equilibrium	to	calculate	the	actual	pressure	from	the	envelope	plus	
the	ideal	gas	law:		

																						 		

• Given	that	at	the	boundary,	the	core	and	the	envelope	have	the	same	
temperature,	the	condition	for	collapse	( )	gives	us	a	maximum	
core-mass-total-mass	ratio	that	is	inversely	proportional	to	the	square	of	the	
ratio	of	the	mean	molecular	mass.

( Mcore

M )SC = 0.37( μenv

μcore
)2

Pcore,max =
A

G3M2
core

( kTcore

μcoremH
)4

Penv ≈
G

4πR4
(M2 − M2

core) ≈
B

G3M2 (
kTboundary

μenvmH
)4

Penv > Pcore,max



Violation of the SC limit causes the core to contract and become 
degenerate



Red Giant Branch



Kippenhahn Diagram of a Star with an Initial Mass of 1.0 Solar Mass

Convection Zone

H Burning Core

Main Sequence

H Burning Shell

once crossing the S-C core mass ratio, 
He core becomes e- degenerate

Red Giant Branch



The	Red	Giant	Branch:		
H-burning	shell	+	degenerate	He	core



Sunrise	in	7	Billion	Years

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=r35EooK-vFs


While	the	core	contracts,	the	
envelop	expands,	sandwiched	in	
between	is	a	H-burning	shell

Question:	Why	the	star	bloats	into	a	red	giant?



The mirror principle of a fusion shell:  
when one side contracts, the other side expands

• While	the	gravitational	thermostat	works	well	to	control	the	burning	
core’s	temperature,	it	cannot	control	the	temperature	of	a	burning	shell	

• When	fusion	stops	in	the	core,	it	contracts.	Gravitational	potential	energy	
heats	up	the	core	and	it	conducts	its	heat	to	the	surrounding	shell.	

• As	the	shell’s	temperature	rises,	its	fusion	reaction	rate	increases	rapidly	
• To	avoid	a	thermonuclear	runaway,	the	shell	must	decrease	its	
temperature	by	dumping	its	energy	to	the	non-burning	envelope,	causing	
the	star	to	expand	to	a	giant.

Non-fusing helium core
Red Giant Star



How	Temperature	stays	roughly	constant	while	
Luminosity	increases	thousands	of	times?



The	H—	thermostat	controls	the	atmosphere	
temperature	of	red	giant	stars

Surface temperature decreases
H- increases

Atmosphere becomes more opaque

Surface temperature increases

H- decreases

Atmosphere becomes more transparent

Surface temperature decreases



Helium Flash: 
a nuclear explosion inside a star



Kippenhahn Diagram of a Star with an Initial Mass of 1.0 Solar Mass

Convection Zone

Helium  
Flash

H Burning Core

Main Sequence

H Burning Shell

once crossing the S-C core mass ratio, 
He core becomes e- degenerate

Red Giant Branch

H Burning Shell

He Burning  
core

Horizontal  
Branch



Helium	Flash:	The	End	of	the	Red	Giant	Phase

• Hydrogen shell-burning adds Helium to the core, making it heavier. 
• Core pressure doesn’t increase past the electron-degenerate limit, 

but ion temperature is allowed to increase without bound. 
• …until T reaches ~ 100 million K, at which time Helium can fuse.



Helium burning – the triple-alpha process
requires T > 100 MK 

(much higher than pp-chain: 15 MK) 
mass-energy conversion efficiency: 0.065% 

(much lower than pp-chain: 0.7%)



Fusion Reaction Rate Strongly Depends on Temperature

• For PP chain, reaction rate ~ T4 , for CNO cycle, rate ~ T20 , 
Triple Alpha cycle, rate ~ T40
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Question:	Why	the	onset	of	He	burning	in	a	degenerate	core	makes	a	bomb?	
Why	the	nuclear	fusion	cannot	be	controlled	as	in	the	core	of	the	Sun?

Helium	Flash:	The	Star	Experiences	a	Nuclear	Explosion	at	its	Center!



When	the	gravitational	thermostat	is	out	of	order

H fusion rate increases
T & P increases

Core expands,  
work against Gravity

T decreases

H fusion rate decreases 

He fusion rate increases

T(He2+) increases,  
P(e-) do not change

Core doesn’t expand

T(He2+) still high

He fusion rate increases 

non-degenerate core electron-degenerate core

Steady H Burning He Flash



Helium	^lash	-	a	thermonuclear	runaway

• a	thermonuclear	runaway	
• The	explosion	lasts	only	a	
few	hours	thanks	to	the	
heavy	envelop,	which	
helped	the	star	to	regain	
stability	while	the	core	
loses	degeneracy



Horizontal Branch 

a new main sequence



• Settles onto horizontal 
branch 

• Stable Helium core 
burning, similar to a main 
sequence star 

• H burning continues in 
shell surrounding the He 
burning core

ADer Helium flash

• Main	Sequence	–	10	Gyr	
• Red	Giant	–	1	Gyr	
• He	clash	-	a	few	hours	
• He	clash	to	HB	–	100	Kyrs	
• HB	-	100	Myrs,	a	new	“MS”



Horizontal branch stars are hotter (bluer) than RGs, 
and are evolving horizontally to left on HR diagram



Main	Sequence Before	He	clash:	
Red	Giant	

After	He	clash:	
Horizontal	Branch



Post-MS	evolution:		
• non-fusing	Helium	core,	H-burning	shell	
• Helium-core	contract	and	become	e-	degenerate	
• Red	giant	phase	(H-	controls	surface	T	as	L	increases)	
• uncontrolled	Helium-burning	in	the	e-	degenerate	core	
(thermonuclear	runaway,	Helium	^lash)	

• core	expands	and	become	non-degenerate,	allowing	
steady	Helium	burning	(Horizontal	branch)	

Eventually,	Helium	will	be	exhausted	at	the	center	of	a	
Horizontal	Branch	star,	and	a	non-fusing	Carbon	core	will	
form	under	a	Helium-burning	shell?		

This	marks	the	end	of	the	horizontal	branch	phase.	Based	
on	what	you	learned	about	the	post-MS	evolution,	deduce	
the	post-HB	evolution	of	the	star.



Post-Horizontal Branch 
Evolution 

The Asymptotic Giant Branch (AGB),  
Post-AGB phase: Planetary Nebula, White Dwarf



When Helium is depleted in the core, the star evolves into the 
Asymptotic Giant Branch (AGB)

• Star gets more luminous and cool, and 
enters the asymptotic giant branch (AGB).


• Electron-degenerate Carbon core with no 
nuclear fusion (T not hot enough)


• H- keeps the surface temperature almost 
constant, like in the Red Giant Branch (RGB)



Post-AGB Mass Loss • Asymptotic	Giant	Branch	–	100	Kyr	
• Post-AGB	/	Planetary	Nebulae	-	10	Kyr



Post-AGB - No “Carbon Flash” but a Planetary Nebula

• Temperature	never	gets	
high	enough	to	initiate	
C	burning	(500	million	
K	at	core	density)	

• Mass	loss	becomes	a	
runaway	process	–	
forming	planetary	
nebulae	

• mass	loss	->		
star	puffs	up	->		
less	gravity	->		
more	mass	loss



M57 - the Ring Nebula in Lyra near Vega

Central WD



Planetary Nebulae

• Material	farther	from	the	star	was	ejected	earlier.	
• Radiation	from	the	white	dwarf	ionizes	the	gas.	The	colors	are	due	to	
specific	atoms	and	bright	spots	indicate	areas	of	denser	gas.



3	minutes	exposure 2.5	hours	exposure

NGC	6826	in	Cygnus

0.1 pc

Severe Stellar Mass Loss illustrated in a Planetary Nebula

The	planetary	nebula	extends	much	farther	than	the	central	bright	area



Post-AGB and 
White Dwarfs

• Post-AGB	lasts	~10,000	
yrs	before	the	gas	
expands	too	far	and	
disperses	into	the	ISM	

• The	hot	electron-
degenerate	Carbon	core	
gradually	reveals	itself	as	
the	star’s	outer	envelope	
disperses.	

• A	white	dwarf	is	born.



The Evolution End Point - White Dwarfs
•Inferred	properties	of	Sirius	B:	
•1	Solar	Mass	
•0.03	Solar	Luminosity	
•27,000	K	surface	temperature	
•5500	km	radius	(Earth-size)	

•The	physical	conditions	of	WDs	
are	extreme:	
•extreme	density	( 3e9	kg/
m3)		
(ne	~	1e36	/m3)	
•extreme	surface	gravity	
•extreme	pressure	at	the	center:		

*	a	white	dwarf	will	cool	for	
eternity,	without	changing	its	size.	
How	would	you	calculate	the	time	
it	takes	for	the	temperature	to	
half?

ρ ≈



A Summary of Low-Mass 
Stellar Evolution



The	evolutionary	track	of	a	1	Solar	mass	star

10 Gyr

1 Gyr

Hours

100 Myr

100 Kyr
10 Kyr

Last forever,  
but not white forever



Kippenhahn Diagram of a Star with an Initial Mass of 1.0 Solar Mass

Convection Zone

Helium  
Flash

H Burning Core

Main Sequence

H Burning Shell

e- degenerate He core

Red Giant Branch

H Burning Shell

He Burning  
core

Horizontal  
Branch



Post-MS	evolution:		
• non-fusing	Helium	core,	H-burning	shell	
• He-core	contracts	and	become	e-	degenerate	
• Red	giant	phase	(H-	controls	surface	T	as	L	increases)	
• uncontrolled	Helium-burning	in	the	e-	degenerate	core	
(thermonuclear	runaway,	Helium	^lash)	

• core	expands	and	become	non-degenerate,	allowing	steady	
Helium	burning	(Horizontal	branch)	

Post-HB	evolution:		
• non-fusing	C	core,	He-burning	shell,	H-burning	shell	
• C-core	contracts	and	become	e-	degenerate	
• Asymptotic	Giant	Branch	Phase	(H-	controls	surface	T	
as	L	increases,	the	radius	of	the	star	increases	even	more)	

• core	temperature	never	reaches	500	million	K	needed	for	
Carbon-burning	(no	Carbon	^lash)	

• But	eventually	the	AGB	star	becomes	so	bloated	that	it	
loses	its	envelope	(post-AGB	phase)	and	reveals	the	WD



Chap 3: Key Concepts
• Observations 

• Nothing last forever, even stars 
• H-R diagram of star clusters 

• Numerical Models 
• Equations of stellar structure 

and evolution 
• Stellar evolutionary tracks 

• Fine-Tune Models 
• Isochrones (equal-age lines) 
• Fitting cluster H-R diagrams 
• Cluster age estimates  

• Model Inferences 
• Main stages and rough 

lifetimes 
• Changes in the interiors of the 

stars: e- degenerate core + 
fusion shells



Chap 3: Key Equations

•Hydrostatic	Equilibrium:	

																												 	

•The	pressure	from	non-relativistic	degenerate	gas	is:	

																												 	

•The	pressure	from	ideal	gas	is:	

																													 	

•The	condition	for	degeneracy	is	

																																		 	

•Mass-Radius	relation:	
• 	for	white	dwarfs	(Chandrasekhar	limit:	1.4	Msun)	
• 	for	main-sequence	stars

dP
dr

= − ρg(r) = − ρ
GMr

r2
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2
3
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2
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R ∝ M−1/3

R ∝ M0.7


